
 Leica Trinovid.
Return of the iconic binoculars.

NEW!

#onlyonegoodenough



The benefits at a glance 

  iconic and elegant design, slim shape

  impressive overview

  clear, natural images from edge to edge

  high-quality, rugged aluminium housing

  3 models available: 7x35, 8x40 and 10x40

The new Trinovid binoculars from Leica are a tribute to 
the iconic glass of the 1960s. Shapely, slim and elegant in 
classic binocular design featuring black leather, they are 
a statement and a timeless accessory. A Trinovid lets you 
experience special moments so vividly that they become 
unforgettable.

The precise, powerful premium optics give you an 
 impressive overview, while intuitive operation ensures that 
you can comfortably observe, even the smallest  details. 
You won’t miss a thing. The latest glass types and  coatings 
guarantee brilliant, natural colours and  high-contrast, 
bright images from edge to edge.

Protected by an ultra-light aluminium housing and 
 state-of-the-art materials, the new Trinovid binoculars are 
rugged, weatherproof and splash-proof. They are up to 
any challenge, even under harsh conditions, making them 
the perfect companion for travelling, on hiking tours or at 
events.

 Return of the iconic binoculars.

LEICA TRINOVID 7 x 35 

  outstanding orientation thanks to widest field of view

  recognise more details, even at dusk

  scan the scenery calmly and steadily

LEICA TRINOVID 8 x 40 

  clear, bright images

  reliable and universal

  great overview and detail recognition

LEICA TRINOVID 10 x 40 

  recognise finest details for expressive observations

  comfortable viewing thanks to ideal eye relief

  sleek, elegant shape with low weight

 Leica Trinovid. 



With the new Trinovid binoculars, Leica celebrates  
the return of the iconic Leitz Trinovid from the 1960s.
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